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Overview

When it comes to remnant landscapes, what else can they be instead of
being turned into parks, community gardens, or new architectural or urban
development?
This thesis starts with a critique towards the very popular post-industrial
park, the High Line, where the original materials of the site was completed
removed then artificially re-fabricated. By transforming it into a publicly well
accessible landscape, the design destroyed the possibility for a citizen to
build his/her own intimate relationship with this piece of land because of
a much visible ownership. Therefore, the goal for the thesis is to provide a
powerful critique to our discipline’s standard response to urban landscape
related issues.
The thesis is structured in three phases. In Phase One, by drawing timelines
of related issues, conducting case studies in and outside the discipline and
many other research methods, the author got a holistic understanding of
how remnant landscapes are perceived in different disciplines and in different
historical periods, how people verbalize or depict such kind of spaces, and
what the cultural and social contexts that account for certain opinions about
them are. In Phase Two, half of the effort was dedicated to finding a more
precise thesis question, and the other half was dedicated to understanding
the site from urban scale, local scale to site scale. In Phase Three, time was
spent to establish a development guideline at an urban scale that claims the

authors’ political stance as an landscape architect, as well as to test a simple
design idea at the site scale.
The thesis ends with a concept of the Homo Sapiens Preserves - which is
the destination for escaping from the rigid social norm. It is the place to
touch the earth, the land and the ground, where there is no surveillance nor
control. It is the church, the temple, the mosque, the very place for anxious
city dwellers to contemplate, where challenges the notion of recreation and
re-defines values. It is the dystopian utopia, the shrine for modernity, the
home of everyone.

Site

Montauk Cutoff is an abandoned section of railroad in Queens, New York
City, 10-minute away from Manhattan. Built in the year of 1908, the railroad
used to serve both freight and passengers. With the downfall of the industry,
the services largely decreased in 1980s and the site was officially abandoned
in 2016. The site has five sections, sitting on embankments and connected by
bridges. Though it has a similar history and physical profile with the beloved
High Line, its adjacent context is still active industrial zones. Though with
less real estate development impact, the site is still under discussion about
transforming into a high line style park or a community garden - the very
standard responses to remnant landscapes in the urban area.

Rather than an academy pubilication, this thesis book is more like a personal
documentation of the three-month journey full of interesting explorations
and exciting experiments.

Optional graphic and caption can be
inserted on this page.

Phase 1 Background

UNDERSTANDING THE HISTORY & CULTURAL CONTEXT

Introduction

The goal for Phase 1 is to get a holistic understanding of how remnant
landscapes are perceived in different disciplines and in different
historical periods, how people verbalize or depict such kind of spaces,
and what are the cultural and social contexts that account for certain
opinions about them. The purpose of these studies is to identify a
design problem or a thesis question that has a solid theoretical base,
and to inform an innovated way to approach such problem or question
than conventional landscape architecture design.

On the site looking north

Abstract

This chapter starts with an introduction for the thesis topic. The studies in
Phase 1 includes a survey about how students at RISD perceive the before
and after version of the High Line; literature reviews on industrial history,
art history, landscape architecture history, culture of ruins, etc.; precedent
studies in other disciplines; preliminary site analysis. Phase 1 ends with a
series of design principles derived from the studies.

1. INTRODUCTION TO THE THESIS TOPIC

Remnant landscape, post-industrial sites, abandoned structures, vacant
lots, left-over spaces, void, ruins, derelict land, un-activated ground, drossscape, terrain-vague. These are all terms that describe landscapes that
have dystopian appearances but may vary drastically in scales and causes.
The common characteristics of such kind of landscapes are: they are the
temporarily neglected land with little economic value. It even costs too
much to demolish them physically, let alone to re-purpose them. Their
pointlessness, however, allows them to stay untouched and to evolve.
Such kind of landscapes not only exist in the suburban and rural area, they
also widely exist in the dense urban area. However, most rhetoric tones
for them are vague and have certain levels of passiveness - all the phrases
mentioned in the first sentence of the first paragraph suggest a sense of
uselessness and valueless. In fact, even in the gradually merging studies
and conversations on remnant landscapes, most topics are about ecological
values of the spontaneous urban succession, or ecological restoration at
different scales. The social functions of these interstitial spaces are not
fully understood and yet significantly underrated. Even the appreciation
of such half-build and half-nature quality seems only to be about a simple,
unelaborated nostalgia that mostly convey through visual experiences, which
resulted in a lot of post-industrial landscape designs that brutally juxtapose
the decaying materials and call it stylish. The engaging experience of being
in the space, the intimate physical and emotional relationship individuals
develop with the land, the rigid social/political norm of undervaluing and
attempting to either re-program or to obliterate remnant landscapes, are less
studied and examinated.

The very original thesis title was ‘rethink derelict railroads’. It was a direct
refection on the author’s critique about the High Line - New York City’s
iconic example of adaptive re-use of post-industrial infrastructure. In 2001,
photographer Joel Sternfeld published a documentary photography book of
the pre-James Corner High Line. Through large format color photographs,
Sternfeld captured the mysterious and melancholy atmosphere of the
defunct railroad in different seasons and weather conditions. Ironically,
these photographs in a way pushed the redevelopment of this abandoned
railroads.1 Even more ironically, the landscape design intention was to recall
such kind of ‘wilderness’, but was achieved by completely removing the
original structures and plants and then restoring new ones back.
The static and imitated decay is smooth, ordered and discourages human’s
exploration. The design not only destroyed the rare sublime in the urban
area, but also put everything under surveillance - there is little possibility for
a person to build his/her own intimate relationship with it. The five million
annual visitors2 doesn’t allow each other to do that, as well.

Remnant Landscape in Providence, RI
Silver gelatin print
by author, 04/2016

In a word, the semester-long thesis study starts with the concerns towards
the endangerment of such remnant landscapes, and with a hope to find ways
to do justice to them through the skills of a landscape architect.

Looking East, Photo from Walking the High Line
by Joel Sternfeld
2001

The original plan was to demolish the railroad. In 1999 two local residents started a community group, Friends of the High Line, to advocate preserving the elevated railway and turing it into
a public park. The photography book help conveying the beauty of the place and effectively supported such advocation. The book to a degree stopped it being demolished, but also push it
towards a massive plastic surgery.
2
“High Line’s high returns”. Crain’s New York Business. http://www.crainsnewyork.com/article/20140921/REAL_ESTATE/140919813/high-lines-high-returns. Accessed on May 2, 2017.
1

2. STUDIES
2.1 Survey about the before/after version of the High Line
Survey Intention and Design
A quick search on the internet shows that both in the major media or in
the personal blogs, the High Line is such a widely-loved place that one
can hardly find any critique about it. In the author’s personal life, within
landscape architecture community, the pre-James Corner High Line photos
are also frequently shown but strangely, people express that they prefer the
old photos but there would be no further discussion about what the new
design is doing (especially negatively) to their preferred condition. Even on
the website of the Friends of High Line, the Sternfeld photos are shown to
support the merits of the new development.
Is the appreciation of remnant landscape an attitude that commonly exists
or is it just a personal experience? Is the appreciation exist only as a simple
nostalgia that does not worth more discussion? Are there actually really more
people find the redeveloped, well-maintained landscape more appealing?
What exactly are the things that make such kind of spaces attractive or
not attractive? How do people think about the changes of functions and
appearances of urban land?
In order to understand these questions, a quick survey around the campus
of RISD was conducted in order to get an effective feedback. The intention
of the survey was to be as open-ended as possible, and the questions in the
survey should be as minimal as possible.
The survey ended in a poster format - One before and one after photos of
the High Line from the same angle, two questions: “Which one is better?”

and “Why?” - printed on 24’ x 30’ paper. Five copies are posted in the
indicated areas (see images on the next page) with a sharpie hanging next to
each of it. The survey dates was from Feb. 26, 2017 (Sunday) to Mar. 2, 2017
(Thursday).
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Joel Sternfeld, Walking the High Line, 2001
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Survey Conclusion

While a group of people remain neutral and believe there should be a inbetween solution, people seems to have a stronger repellent reaction to the
new design, and the ones who express their preference to the new condition
sometimes get disagreement comments. Note that the question itself it
was intentionally ambiguous to allow different readings. The answers from
the survey can be categorized into three main categories and a few other
sporadic opinions.
The main reason people who prefer the after-version gave matches with the
standard public space design guidelines such as good accessibility, open
space for programs, etc.
People who prefer the previous condition have two main opinions: the
dominant one is that they believe the new design is leaning towards the
privileged ones (the rich, the white, etc.), and it acts as a stimulant of
speeding up gentrification in the area. These ideas were usually expressed
through crude words. The other main category is immature belief towards
‘nature’ - some believed that untouched land certainly have more ecology
benefits, some used the very general expressions like ‘green’ and suggested
the authentic conditions is always better. Other reasons include a more
poetic atmosphere, emptiness that suggests that it does not belong to
anyone, etc.

A interesting phenomenon is that the posters gradually became a place for
conversations as the answers accumulated. People drew arrows, circles and
make notes next to others’ comments. A really interesting example is the one
from BEB 3rd floor staircase where there are arrows after arrows.
Another interesting phenomenon is that the answers from different buildings
have very different characteristics and in a way reflects the personality of
different majors and ages. The answers from Metcalf, where a lot of the
students are undergrad and major in fine art, are very radical and angry;
answers from CIT (more graduate student, mostly major in design) is scarce
and plain; even inside BEB, where the landscape and architecture community
lives, the answers are distinct from different floors, and more serious
debates over social issues and their relationships with architecture and
design.

Selected quotes from the answers

2.2 Master timelines of related issues

The idea of the master timeline is to put interesting events/movements into
a chronological ordered and align them together so as to look for possible
connections between different issues, to understand the reasons of certain
development pattern, to project the possible future condition, and to
position the author’s idea into the historical stream.
The topics included in this master timeline have two time scales, one is from
1600s (though may include the pre-historical time) to the near future: site
history, global industrial history, ruins culture history, western landscape
architecture history, the theory of numerated nature; the timeline then zoom
into a shorter time range - art movements and urban/landscape architecture
theories and main american political conditions from 1900 to the near future.
Note that the timeline is a collection of selected events/movements in certain
topics and does not represent the complete situations in those topics.

Frontispiece Curiositez de la nature et de l’art
by l’Abbé Pierre le Lorrain de Vallemont, 1705

Master Timeline Layout

Site history and global industrial revolution
The land use evolution of the site is an epitome of the global industrial
revolution as well as the global economic integration.
After colonial settle in the area in 17th century, the site remain agricultural
for a long time until the first kerosene refinery appeared along the water

course of the dutch kills. With the advent of the second industrial revolution,
the amount of products created by the booming industry and the need for
transportation largely increased. The year of 1908 saw the building of the
site (Montauk Cutoff) and other connecting railroads. As the time moved into
1970s, which was the beginning of the third industrial revolution featuring

automated production, many industries moved into other countries, while
the domestic transportation also shifted from railroad to more flexible freight
transportations, the site thus faced a huge decline in service and was officially
abandoned in 2016.

Master Timeline Part 1

1600

1800

1850

1900

1925

1950

1975

2000

2025
ENTROPY

1ST NATURE: PRISTINE
2ND NATURE: AGRICULTURE / SILVICULTURE
3RD NATURE: HORTICULTURE / DESIGNED / PLANTED IN GREEN SPACE

NATURES

ENUMERATED

PRE-HISTORY

4TH NATURE: SUCCESSIONAL ECOSYSTEM ON URBAN-INDUSTRIAL SITES
5TH NATURE: MANAGED SUCCESSION / 2ND NATURE ON URBAN-INDUSTRIAL SITES

(WESTERN)
LANDSCAPE
HISTORY

6TH NATURE: ECOLOGICAL - CULTURAL HYBRIDS ON URBAN-INDUSTRIAL SITES

NATURALISTIC AESTHETICS

FORMAL / POWER PLAY

DEMOCRACY

SUSTAINABILITY

ARTFUL / EXPERIMENTAL

Master Timeline Part 2

CITY BEAUTIFUL

NT /
RY

1900

INSTITUATIONALIZED PLANNING

1925

DEPRESSION

POSTWAR CONSUMER SOCIETY

1950

URBAN CRISIS

ENVIRONMENTALISM

SUSTAINABILITY
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2000

GRAFFITI ART

???

2025
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FORMAL / POWER PLAY
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URBAN THEORY

1900

INSTITUATIONALIZED PLANNING
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1950

SUSTAINABILITY

ARTFUL / EXPERIMENTAL

URBAN CRISIS

ENVIRONMENTALISM

SUSTAINABILITY

1975

???

2000

2025

GRAFFITI ART
GENERATIVE ART

AVANT GARDE

GARDEN CITY

LAND ART

Without revolutionizing everyday life,
capitalism would continue to diminish
the quality of everyday life, and
inhibit real self-expression.

Mental Mappings

LYNCH: IMAGE OF THE CITY

LETTERIST / SITUATIONISM : DERIVE
The dérives goals include studying the
terrain of the city (psychogeography) and
emotional disorientation.

SOLÀ-MORALES: TERRAIN VAGUE

PERCEIVED
SPACE

LEFEBVRE : CRITIQUE OF EVERYDAY LIFE
CONCEIVED
SPACE

JACOBS: EYES ON THE STREET

SPIRITUALITY

LIVED
SPACE

It's crucial for lived space to remain passive,
experiential, and unproductive except for the
imagination. Always provisionally and temporarily.

VIRTUAL CITY / SMART CITY

LEFEBVRE : PRODUCTION OF SPACE

Master Timeline Part 3

Western landscape architecture and enumerated nature
Landscape architecture is a reflection of how human perceives the land
and how human thinks of the relationship between themselves and the
environment. American scholar John Dixon Hunt has put forward the theory
of three nature1, namely the pristine nature, agriculture, and the designed
landscape and horticulture with cultural contents and aesthetic values.
Scholar Jill Desimini put forwarded the fourth, fifth and sixth nature based
on Hunt’s idea, which is the first, second and third nature happening in built
environment and structures2 (See master timeline 2). Note that the numbers
in a way suggests the chronological sequence of human-land relationship,

but the six types of ‘nature’ can exist at the same point of time. The
diversification also follows the law of entropy.
In the western landscape architecture history, the early gardens usually highly
associated with religious worships, or served as a artful tool to enhanced the
status of the powers that be. With the development of democratic ideology
over time, landscapes became common grounds for the general public.
Later it became almost like a type of art that allows landscape architects’
personal expression and experiments. Nowadays, with the advent of modern
geographic technologies and the advancing modern science, we perceive
the natural world in a much more objective and rational way than ever

before. This explains why in today’s landscape architecture field, ‘ecology’
and ‘sustainability’ are so frequently mentioned and emphasized. Also note
that, these distinctive views towards landscape could exist at the same time
as well, but there is always a tendency of approaching landscape design
problems from a dominant perspective, which is a reflection of the dominant
ideology.
This explains why remnant landscapes are often viewed as to have certain
ecological value, but potential economic value (which usually disguised in
social values such as ‘creating more open space for community’) undeveloped
yet. The spiritual and emotional relationship of human, not as community

MASTER TIMELINE

member but as an individual, with the land is less considered in conventional
planning and design processes. But according to the sixth nature idea,
remnant landscapes remain the opportunities to be given more cultural
significance.

Hunt, John Dixon. “The Idea of a Garden and Three Natures”, in Greater Perfections,
Philadephia, 2000, 32 - 75
2
Desimini, Jill. “Notions of Nature and a Model for Managed Urban Wilds”, in Terrain Vague:
Interstices at the Edge of Pale, New York: Routledge, 2014.
1

Master Timeline Part 4

Art movements and urban/landscape architecture theories
The major art movements from the 20th Century has been constantly fighting
against the damages towards society, environment and especially humanity
cause by industrialization and capitalism. With the advent of Industry 4.0,
many artists today explore the implication of new media and computation
into artworks. Although generative art, from its forms to its manifesto is still
in the middle of development, its direction aligns with the constant vector of
contemporary art - let its audiences question the ‘real’ world’s value system
by introducing them into a distorted and dislocated reality.
Influential urban theories and movements also have similar theme about
rethinking the impact of capitalism and industrialization. A group of scholars
from 1920s to 1970s advocated using new perspectives to perceive the
relationship of a city and an individual. Situationism is a prominent one.
Situationists would follow certain rules and dérive around the city alone or in
a small group, and record the random encounters using diagrams, mapping
or many other forms. Famous scholar Lefebvre also suggested that “it’s
crucial for lived space to remain passive, experiential, and unproductive
except for imagination.”1

Culture of ruins
Has these ideas ever been made tangible, or is it possible to be made
possible, in landscape or architectural form? The answer is unclear. In
current main-stream urban planning and landscape architecture practice,
practitioners thrive to create more walkable public realm. Indeed, a city is a
congregation of people sharing the same land. It is righteous to make the
spaces more accessible to every person. However, encouraging people to
use a space at the same time is neither the only nor the best way to realize
democratic urban dreams. If there is a way to let the mentioned ideas
tangible in the city, the experience of urban life maybe significantly richer.
Examining remnant landscapes in the city is a starting point with great
potential.

Radović, Stanka. “On the Threshold”, in Terrain Vague: Interstices at the Edge of Pale, New
York: Routledge, 2014.
1

In the western world, people held a negative attitude towards ruins for a
long time before 17th Century. They believed that ruins are impediments to
modern life and tended to get rid of them. Later in 18th and 19th Century,
ruins once became a popular object of aesthetics among the elite, as the
decay suggested the venerability of the world as well as the human body. At
certain point, people were fascinated by the idea of ruins and would build
sculptures and structures that look ancient and decrepit for their garden.
In the 20th Century, scholar J.B. Jackson suggested that there were two
things that people would considered as memorials, one is something that
honors a hero or a great event. But there were cases that people attach
great importance to a common object with personal meanings. Though
he discussed about these two types of memorial in an article called ‘the
necessity for ruins’, the word ‘ruin’ does not necessary equal to our standard
understanding of ruins as decaying structures. As the traditional industry
declined, many manufacturing structures were abandoned and became
modern ruins - wonderlands for urban explorers, photographers and many
others.

Ruins has always been symbols and projections for individual’s spiritual
sustenance. Remnant landscape as modern ruins, has the similar values as
well. The otherworldly experience does not require one to be educated to
enjoy, and do inspire people in a irresistible way.

2.3 PRECEDENT STUDIES AND DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Collage of Design Principle 1

A tour of the Monuments of Passaic
Photo - Essay, Robert Smithson (1967)

Passaic is an industrial city in New Jersey, the state where
Smithson was born. In this piece, he photographed many
different scenes with construction related materials along his
bus tour in Passaic, and named each of them a monument. By
doing these, he criticized the lack of profoundness in modern
society. In many opinions he demonstrated in this piece, a
really important notion he put forwards was the “ruins in
reverse”, by which he suggested that modern constructions
“don’t fall into ruin after they are built but rather rise into ruin
before they built.”1 He also used one of his favorite notion entropy, to argue that false can never be erased.
Smithson wrote this piece in 1967, at the time when passaic
was facing downfall of its once prosperous industry. 50 years
afterwards, it still resonant well today, as people believe that
green wash is the righteous thing to do to our cities. The
image of people being crowded into a outdoor space with
trees and shrubs does not necessarily mean that the space
has becomes a genuine common ground. Such designed
landscapes - supporting by huge amount of money that is
invisible from the flawless surface, is the rendering of the
rich’s utopia.
Smithson’s piece inspired the first design principle: to create
a still moment of a place being transformed into a standard
looking public space as a satire to the public space mania.
Cranes, raw materials, aligned plants in the nursery pots could
be curated on the site as the final design outcome.
1

Smithson, Robert. A tour of the Monuments of Passaic, New Jersey. 1967

Photos from the essay, by Robert Smithson

Design Principle 1
CREATE A STILL MOMENT OF THE PLACE BEING
TRANSFORMED INTO A ‘PUBLIC’ SPACE.
		
---- A satire to the public realm mania.

Collage of Design Principle 2

Stalker

Movie, Andrei Tarkovsky (1971)
The movie was a story about three people trying to get to
a forbidden and mysterious area, the Zone, a place that can
fulfill one’s deepest desire and answer the utmost question,
but stopped at the threshold - where they started to question
their certainties about their questions and desires after the
long, spontaneous and . The movie allows many different
readings, but is especially inspiring for the thesis topic in
terms of the selection of set - decaying industrial area, the
action of approaching, the desire to and the meaning of a
inaccessible world.
Still Scenes:
1. Guide, Writer, Professor decided to go to the Zone, seeking
answers to different mental struggles
2. Guide being cautious about finding the path to the Zone,
because it is constantly changing — no repetition nor return.
3. Writer stopped at the threshold to the Zone because of
doubts and fear of finding the truth.
4. Professor wanted to destroy the Zone. The experience
slowly transformed their certainties to questions.1
Writer Francesco describes the Stalker(the cautious Guide)
in the movie as ‘someone who shapes and is shaped by
the space,’ and the journey to the Zone is a ‘spontaneous,
ephemeral and renewable dialogue with the space.’2 The
movie and the reviews inspired the second design principle to
be about mutual shaping.

Radović, Stanka. “On the Threshold”, in Terrain Vague: Interstices at the Edge of Pale, New
York: Routledge, 2014.
1, 2

Film stills of the movie

Design Principle 2
RESPECT HUMAN’S INSTINCTIVE MOVEMENT. DO NOT
PRESCRIBE CIRCULATION.
		
---- Allow mutual shaping.

Collage of Design Principle 3

New Babylon - a nomadic city

Architecture proposal, Constant Nieuwenhuys (1959)

This is an architectural concept of an anti-capitalistic city by
important member of Situationist International Constant
Nieuwenhuys. It is a series of megastructures that are
connected and lifted up from the regular city we live in. This
parallel world is dedicated for letting people use their time
freely. One would be able to move to any places, at any time,
and have any activities as his leisure.
Scholar Careri describes it as ‘the last place beyond
surveillance and control”, “neither the environmentalist’s recreation of a false rustic nature, nor the consumer-oriented
exploitation of free time.”1
One could easily think of the many shopping options within
and around major parks in an urban area - fast food, souvenir,
special tours, etc. Beyond that, the notion of enjoying the
green space is actually a product of marketing. The perception
of the relationship between man and the environment has
long been very rigid, to a point that we not only have lost the
imagination of what we else can do in an urban open space
except walking on a designed trail, siting on a bench, and
taking a selfie, but also have become uncomfortable with
doing nothing.

Careri, Francesco. “Transurbrance”, in Terrain Vague: Interstices at the Edge of Pale, New York:
Routledge, 2014.
1

Proposal illustrations, by Constant Nieuwenhuys

Design Principle 3
DO NOT PRESCRIBE PROGRAMS. OR OVER-PRESCRIBE
PROGRAMS.
		
---- Anti-utilitarian.

LEARN FROM THE HIGH LINE AND THE SITE

Findings + Conclusions

Assessment

The conclusions of phase one is that remnant landscapes has always been an
interesting topic in many different fields throughout time, which means that it
is a great window to get more understanding about landscape related history
issues, social issues and political issues. And manipulations towards this type
of landscapes would be interesting and meaningful tests that would challenges
my and many other people’s understanding of the role of landscape architect
- which is a critical question to the author.

A more concise and precise thesis question is needed in order to move
forward. In this case, the author’s critique towards projects like High Line
could be more clear. A personal stance from the studies was gradually pulled
out. Right now, all of them are still unclear, because at this point they are not
enough to frame a specific thesis question or hypothesis yet.

Through great amount of literature reviews and other researches, a lot of solid
knowledge about issues related to this type of landscape was gained, and
how public is perceiving renovations of urban remnant landscapes was better
understood.

Comparison table to clarify design goals

In phase one, the author tried to approach the topic from non-landscape
architecture perspectives, hoping to understand how the topic can situate
itself in the history context. The major work in phase one was trying to digest
other people’s ideas and perspectives. However it was hard to reach new
conclusions and establish new knowledge towards this type of landscape.

The next step would need to be trying to get to a conclusion towards the
studies and put forward a simple thesis question. In this case, it is easier to
verbalize the specific values that are examined here.

Phase 2 Investigation

REFINING THESIS QUESTION & LEARNING ABOUT THE SITE

One of the hidden entrances that lead to the main tracks.
Colors are adjusted to fit my feelings towards the site - an otherworldly space for escape.

Abstract

Introduction

The first three weeks of Phase Two was spent on finding a more precise and
concise thesis question. In order to do that, more historical researches was
conducted, as well as multiple conversations. The last two weeks was spent on
understanding the topic at three scales, from urban, to local, then to the site
scale. At the end of Phase Two, the thesis topic was still not clear enough, but
temporarily settled as “How to make remnant landscapes accessible without
destroying ‘the sense of place’? ”

The key feedback from Phase 1 reviews was that a question or a hypothesis
was still yet to be framed. Another feedback was that the massive amount
of studies have not arrived at a conclusion. In the beginning of Phase 2,
more studies was done in order to catch up what had not been achieved in
Phase 1 and resulted in more in-depths conversation on this topic, especially
the studies about the anarchic settlements and the human preserves
conversation. The more detailed studies help identify some key points that
the author hasalways been interested in, such as thresholds and tectonics,
which has also later became important design inspirations for Phase 3.

1. LOOKING FOR A CLEARER THESIS QUESTION
1.1 The cycle of rationality and casuistry in western history

1.2 Studies on Surrealism

It seems that the next wave of art movement is always trying to be against
the prevailing world view. When there is advance in science and technology,
people tend to be more rational and realistic. But after decades, people
would start questioning the rationality and encouraging the sensitivity and
spirituality. This is a very arbitrary and over-simplifying conclusion about

Surrealism evolved from Dadaism. The major movement started from 1924
and ended in 1929. It happened because the activists believed that it was
the bourgeois values, as well as the rational thought (which was discussed
in previous section) that caused the WWI. From a political perspective,
surrealism was very communist and anarchist.

western history, however, it is thought provoking when applying this simple
law to today’s world? Would we become much more sensitive and emotional in
the near future, as we almost reach the point of extreme rational and ‘scienceworshiping’ today.

Since there is a very vague hypothesis at this point of thesis studies that
we are now at a peak of rationality - booming science and technology,
globalization, etc. We may experience crises brought by them as well.
Therefore, it is necessary to examine how artists reacted to similar historical
events. It may also provide a starting point to test unconventional ideas,
which is a primary goal of this thesis.

Sacro Bosco, Italy

Jantar Mantar, India

Parc Guell, Spain

Garden of Cosmic Speculation, UK

Surrealism, based on Andre Breton, is “based on the belief in the superior
reality of certain forms of previously neglected associations, in the
omnipotence of dream, in the disinterested play of thought. It tends to ruin
once and for all other psychic mechanisms and to substitute itself for them in
solving all the principal problems of life.”1
However, a broader sense of surrealism in landscape has a longer history
than the art movement. The surreal landscapes usually served for exotic
collections, sometimes functional but in most time as aesthetic decorations.
It also appears in ancient architectures that once served specific purposes,
for example, as observatories. In more recent history, more artists use it as a
personal language that does not necessarily trying to critique certain social
or political phenomena.
Evolution of world view in art

1

Breton, Andrei. Surrealist Manifesto 1924.

1.3 A self-questioning list
At this point, the thesis question has evolved to “Can
Surreal Elements Be Applied to Remnant Landscapes”. A
list of more than 10 questions was generated in order to
identify the key points of my goal. Many of the questions
I was not able to answer but are still documented here.
This document is a record of the thesis thinking process
that has influenced that latter studies and investigations.

1.4 The ‘Human Preserve’

1.5 Two Case Studies related to the ‘Human Preserve’
EXARCHEIA, ATHENS, GREECE
Located in the downtown of Athens, Exarcheia is a neighborhood full of anarchic dwellers, including leftwing intellectuals, activists and artists. Residents of the neighborhood practice socialism, and is one of
the center for major protests since 1960s.

If machines can take over most of the tasks. If computers can make smarter
decisions by processing larger amount of information in a short period of time.
Would the world still need us? Would the world be taken over by machines?
It may not be the Judgement Day for human. Instead, this might be the
opportunity to free people from the mediocre trifles, and get people to pick
up the long lost spirituality taken away by modernity.
Maybe we will end up living in the human preserves that a smarter intelligence
set up for us. This is the place where we examine our humanity, the place
where we finally get the time to do some soul-searching, the place where we
finally realize that we are parallel with everything surrounds.
Maybe we would need to set it up for ourselves now.

Image from http://www.cafebabel.co.uk/lifestyle/
article/meet-my-hood-exarcheia-athens.html
A random sketch about spirituality and utopia

Image from http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/04/09/athensanarchists_n_7032542.html

WITHOUT DESTROYING "THE S
1.6 Etymology

ETYMOLOGY

FREETOWN CHRISTIANIA, COPENHAGEN, DENMARK
Christiania is a neighborhood of about 850 residents. It is self-proclaimed and autonomous. It used to
be the historical ramparts and was fenced off. In 1970s, people lived in the surrounding area started to
break down the fences and take over the unused space for kids. Later it became a center for the hippie
movement and many other movements.

Drosscape
n.,v.

Terrain Vague
n.

U.S.

Berger (2006)

Latin term

'vastus'

huge| vast; monstrous

Europe

Solà-Morales (1995)

vast
waste

Germanic origins

'vagr-wogue'
sea swell | wave
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-

like waves

Two important words in the academy on this topic.
Christiania Common Law
Image from Internet

Street with a no photo sign
Image from Internet

Adopted

Gentrifying
Non-Gentrifying
Higher Income

2. SITE ANALYSIS
2.1 Urban Scale - Land Use and Vacancy in New York City
In order to better understand remnant landscapes in New York City, a series of mapping exercises were conducted.
Remnant landscapes can have a really broad and vague definition, from a tiny unattended planting bed to vacant lots, from
defunct infrastructure and its adjacent land to large-scale abandoned field. Due to data availability, the mapping on the left only
shows location of the city-owned vacant lots listed on Living Lots NYC website1.
The mapping study shows that the vacant landscape in New York City can be categorized into three types: 1. Unfinished
urban renewal plans on original slums that were demolished during 1949-1974 (time between two public housing acts), the
neighborhood of which are still relatively under-served2; 2. Industrial land in vacancy due to certain industry’s decline; 3. Defunct
transportation corridors.

Vacancy and Industrial Land Use in New York City

2.1 Urban Scale - Surface Railroads in New York City
Looking at railroads specifically, another series of mapping was done and shown here is the existing surface railroads in New
York State and New York City. If not been demolished, railroads in different context usually have different fates - For rural area,
defunct railroads would be turn into trails. The map in the bottom shows the rail-to-trail in the state. For urban area, most of the
rails were demolished except the famous High Line. While in the suburban area, they have become great destinations for urban
explorers, photographers and young people in the neighborhood.

EXISTING RAIL-TRAILS IN NEW YORK STATE
104 		
1037 		
671		

total rail-trails
miles of rail-trails
miles of potential rail-trail

3

EXISTING ACTIVE AND DEFUNCT RAILS IN NEW YORK CITY

2.2 Local Scale
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2.2 Local Scale
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2.3 Site Scale
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The analyses at the site scale are aiming at providing a clear
definition for ‘the sense of place’. Mapping, diagraming and
photo taking are methods to reproduce the author’s encounter
when visiting the site. The conclusion is - that ‘the sense of
place’ to this specific site can be categorized into four elements
- experience, context, tectonic and emptiness.
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Findings + Conclusions

In Phase Two, investigations into the history continued to inspired the critical thinking towards
the human intervention with the land and the larger political and cultural contexts.
Interesting findings includes: throughout history, there is a almost periodic law of rationality
and casuistry replacing each other every now and then; Surrealism was a political art
movements, which sought to question, criticize and eventually solve the existing problems
of bourgeois values and rational thoughts; Landscape architecture was not really part of
the art form of the movement, instead, surrealistic landscapes were built for collections,
astronomical observations, and personal artistic expressions; and there are quite a few
anarchist community around the world, which may be the settlement mode of the human
preserves; in terms of words that describe the remnant landscapes, European scholars use
terrain-vague to describe the subtly while American scholars use drosscape to depict the
vastness of post-Fordism wasteland, the scale and the cultural contents vary hugely and are
reflected in these two words.
In the second half of Phase Two, forces acting on the site at three different scales were
identified. In the urban scale, there are three reasons that cause land vacancy - unfinished
urban renewal plans, industrial declination, abandon of transportation corridors. The
abandoned railroads in different urban/rural conditions have different faiths - from rail-to-trail,
to destination of urban exploration, to high-end urban parks.

At the local scale, the site serves as a gateway from manhattan to queens; and is located in
an active industrial area; under potential new mixed use development. The challenges at this
scale include multiple rapid flows; a giant rail yard, and highly toxic waterway.

The analyses at the site scale provide a clear definition for ‘the sense of place’,
which can be categorized into four elements - experience, context, tectonic
and emptiness.

Assessment

The investigations in Phase Two has two very distinctive characters. The first
part continued the investigations on history and art, while the second half
focused on understanding the site’s current condition at different scale.
Both studies have fruitful and inspiring results, though many questions still
remained unsolved, many investigations were informative but not enough
to reach conclusions, which was also the reason why the first half was not
included in the presentation.
One important comment from the Phase Two review is that it is necessary to
review the work in Phase One and develop a clear stance that is politically
critical and meaningful. Other feedbacks include using more illustrative and
provocative ways to draw and to model; to make bold experiments, etc.

Phase 3 Manifesto

DESIGN PROPOSAL AND DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINE

Atmospheric collage

Abstract

Introduction

The main goal for phase 3 was to test multiple ideas and design interventions
that support the political stance and vision of the author — preserving
remnant landscapes as genuine common ground in the city, where there is
no surveillance and control, and allow individuals to establish a deep and
intimate relationship with earth, ground and land. A design with minimal
interventions was put forward to test at the site scale, can a development
guideline was also put forward to test the same vision at the urban scale.

In phase 3, more detailed analysis at the site scale and more case studies
inspired the idea of using the earth as the boundary for the homo sapiens
preserves. Sketches and models are made to investigate the possible form
and threshold experience of the boundary. The final design proposal to the
site tests the idea of using demolition as the establishment process of the
boundary in many possible ways. This design proposal provides examples of
how the overall idea can be implemented. However, in order to keep the three
characters of a successful homo sapiens preserve (within active context, halfbuilt + half-spontaneous, in transitional state), as well as to respond to the
dynamic forces in an urban area, a design guideline at a larger scale tests the
idea of the migration of the preserves.

THE DYSTOPIAN UTOPIA, THE SHRINE FOR MODERNITY,
THE HOME OF EVERYONE

Homo Sapiens Preserves is the destination, for escaping from the rigid social
norm, for . It is the place with no surveillance and no control. It is the place that
challenges the notion of recreation and re-defines value. It is the church, the
temple, the mosque, the very place for one to contemplate. It is the place to
touch the earth, the ground and the land. It is the dystopian utopia, the shrine
for modernity, the home of everyone.

Any interventions proposed here are not trying to celebrate the abandoned
structures, nor to preserve the sense of wilderness in an urban context. They
are not trying to reveal interesting natural phenomena, nor to prescribe
movements or direct views as well. They are all about establishing a boundary
for the preserve that allows permeability and refuses monstrous urban
development forces.

Atmospheric collage
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NOMADIC PARADISE - INTRODUCTION

The very important characteristics of the human preserves are - 1. They
have to be situated in active urban contexts. They are intended to serve
urban dwellers who have long lost the accessibility to spiritual experiences.
2. They have to have half-build and half spontaneous quality. A recently
demolished ruin or a natural overtaken forest is not effective in stimulating
contemplative thoughts. 3. The places should be in transitional state. In

1. WITHIN ACTIVE URBAN CONTEXT

this case they are able to join back to the urban fabric. And making legible
the temporary dormancy of land is also a strong message to stimulate city
dwellers to rethink their relationship with land.
The nomadic paradise model help the human preserves remain these
characteristics.

2. HALF-BUILD + HALF SPONTANEOUS

3. IN TRANSITIONAL STATE
Life cycle diagram

NOMADIC PARADISE - DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINE
0. The Homo Sapiens Preserves Committee (HSPC) is an anarchic
organization designated to create genuine common ground within the city.
1. For ALL projects that involve in land abandon or removal of major onsite structures, the project sites become potential human preserves.
2. After feasible studies by HSPC, the chosen site must remain dormant
for 20 years after the demolition. Any type of new development should
not happen.

3. The demolished sites should be enclosed by materials reclaimed from
the demolition. The aesthetics of the arrangement need to be assessed by
landscape architects.
4. If no new development happens, the site should be cleared to remain
certain degrees of accessibility and half-build quality every 20 years.
5. New developers need to seek another potential area for the preserves.
If failed, the new development can only happened to part of the site. In the
meantime, developers should keep seeking.

Diagram for the development guidline

PRESENT

20+ YEARS

? YEARS

?+? YEARS

Projected migration patterns

Findings + Conclusions

The goal for Phase 3 is to put forward a design proposal for the site and a
development guideline that shares the vision at an urban scale. The work in
this phase has raised several important sentiments about design and about
the profession Design through understanding of the site
The more one understand the site, the more interesting findings one
would observe. It is no the observations that are important, it is that the
thinking processes of trying to understand the reasons that causes of certain
phenomena that are interesting and inspiring.
Design through reading and writing
What is the meaning of what one is doing? Where are the stances
coming from? What would be the impact? Reading and writing provide
effective ways for constant self-questioning and self-challenging.
Design through rigorous testings
There is no wrong way to design. There is no a single good way to do
it, either. Rigorous testings through sketching, drawing, model-making, etc.
stimulate the mind and push the design iterations.
What it the role of a landscape architect?
Who should we stand for? For a discipline that stands at the
crossroad of art and literature, science and engineering, why are our voice
so week right now? Through this thesis, the author realized that there are
ways to make her own voice louder. However, it is still not clear about how

we can better fit ourselves into the real world when discussing social issues
related to landscape architecture. One example is that when establishing the
development guideline, it was hard to decide who should be in the Homo
Sapiens Preserves Committee; meanwhile, it seems right and proper that
professionals as we are should take part in the process, but as an anarchic
organization, why would we be hired?
What are the change models in this field?
The projection into the future in our profession are usually simply
translating elementary conclusions from natural science disciplines. It is
really hard to foresee and make assumption at a more precise scale. It is even
harder to see the social impacts.

Assessment

The investigations and testings in Phase 3 achieved the goal of putting
forward a design proposal to the site that is minimal and meaningful. A
development guideline as the manifesto is also achieved.
At this point, the final outcome of the thesis is satisfying. It is particularly
successful that it has set a starting point for the author to look into issues
that she always care - impacts and meaning of landscape architecture
manipulations to the society and to our humanity.
More time could be spending on getting better at verbalizing the narratives,
as during the review, some of the messages about the value of remnant
landscapes was not well received by the critiques and extra time was spent
to elaborate it. It would also be benifitial to organize the boards in a cleaner
and more concise layout. For many other feedbacks from the review, for
example, the larger urban forces, the different actions towards the site, it is
still hard to articulate them better if given another chance, since they are still
unresolved questions.

Final Assessment

The thesis topic in a way came from the author’s childhood experience
of playing in the unattended grass field in the military compound where
she used to live. The compound was in an urban area, but she was able to
touch the earth, dig holes, build structures, burn things down and catch
grasshoppers at day time, and think about the spirits that live in the earth
that her grandma told ger at night time.
It is a pity that kids today only have access to nice and smooth urban
landscapes and well-designed playground facilities. This is also why the
author was infuriated by the High Line, and the massive amount of positive
comments, little complains and no substantial critique it gets.
Throughout the whole thesis process, the author triedto verbalize the
values she saw in these remnant landscapes - not about ecology, not about
aesthetics of the urban wild, but about its ability to encourage one to explore
and to contemplate, and its potential to stimulate discussions about a more
diverse value system in our profession and in the society.
This is a challenging topic not only because of the complex issues it involves,
but also the author’s very initial goal for herself - to test unconventional
design approaches. Through the processes, solid knowledge about art,
history and sociology was gained, skills of refining research questions and
drawing conclusions from investigations were horned. Most importantly, the
thesis came to an end with a satisfying final proposal which not only fulfilled
the very initial goal, but also set a starting point for the author to look into
issues she always care - impacts and meaning of landscape manipulations to

society and humanity.
It is still hard to verbalize and elaborate many issues the was explored in
the thesis. It is still hard to situate the author’s stance in a larger historical
context. However, the thesis process suggested that these are going to take
a much longer time and more efforts, and can be improved through more
explorations on this topic.
For the next step, there may be further explorations of interventions at a
more precise scale and speculate the impacts, which would help frame a
much clearer and stronger political stance. In this case, the author may be
able to critically define what the role of a landscape architect should be, and
what it would mean to her.
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